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The four of them descended from the sky and landed on the suspended platform of the Golden
Tower. Ling Yun gave Lei Ling a look and Lei Ling pulled Lin Ruoshi to stay where she was.

Lin Hao, on the other hand, was invited by Ling Yun to a small pavilion and sat

down opposite the mannishly attractive green-shirted woman. Ling Yun served Lin Hao tea

and quickly left after saying please enjoy your meal.

Lin Hao took one look at the stunning woman opposite and withdrew his gaze.
Although he could not feel any spiritual pressure from her, Lin Hao knew that the more so the

more uncomplicated the other party was, and it was obvious that this woman was Ling Yun's
lord.

Lin Hao didn't say a word, sipping his tea, and the woman in the green shirt

didn't say a word either, absorbed in the strings of the zither, Lin Hao was also slowly drawn
in by the heart-warming sound of the zither, immersed in it.

As he listened to it, Lin Hao felt something strange. The music was full of
sadness and poignancy, but it did not sound like her own emotions.

It was as contradictory as if you saw someone as an enemy, but when he was in
danger, you went to his rescue.



In the midst of the intoxication, the music of the zither came to an end.

The green shirt finally spoke, "Does Mr. Lin Hao hear the meaning of the

song?"

Lin Hao shook his head helplessly and honestly said that he didn't quite
understand it.

"At first hearing, I don't know the meaning of the song, but when I hear it again,
I am already in the song." The green-shirted woman plucked the strings once more, and the

moving zither sound resounded once more.

Lin Hao was a little helpless, but he had to continue listening quietly, but as he
listened, Lin Hao sensed that something was wrong ...... The song ended and the green shirt

looked at Lin Hao with a smile.

Pop!

Lin Hao hastily applauded, not far away Ling Yun was shocked, almost did not
take off to go up to block.

"Crap, that's good!" Lin Hao exclaimed from the bottom of his heart.



Qing Shirt: ????

Not only was Qing Shirt confused, Ling Yun and Lei Ling were also confused,
what did you just say, young man?

When Ling Yun saw Qing Shirt's eyebrows knitted slightly, she felt that
something was wrong, so she hurriedly went forward and gently scolded him, "Mr. Lin, your
words are incomparably vulgar, the song is soft, the voice is wonderful, the person is beautiful
and highly skilled, how can you use such vulgar four words to describe it?"

"Cultured people are different." Lin Hao sighed, and then was very helpless,
"But I'm not cultured, I can only walk the world with one line of crap."

"If I had to sum it up, I would say, "Crouching is good! Crouch, people are so
damn good looking."

Puff!

Green Shirt couldn't hold back his laughter, while Ling Yun next to him was

shocked, do you know who you are talking to? Do you know who you are talking to?

But soon Ling Yun reacted, no, Lin Hao should not be such a person, ah,
although it is also the first time to meet with Lin Hao, but Lin Hao does not give people the
feeling as? The first time I met Lin Hao, he didn't give off the impression that he was a man

of the world. This vulgarity is the only thing.



Qing Shirt smiled: "Lin Gongzi just a few words, but summed up everything,
but also to simplify, and can express the true feelings of the heart, although slightly vulgar,
but also appropriate, is always more real than that pompous incomparable and magnificent

words come, is not it?"

"You see, you see, this is what cultural people are like, they praise people in
one way or another, I love to hear this." After saying that Lin Hao smothered another big

mouthful of tea, tsk, being praised, this tea all smells quite good.

"This tea tastes good, good stuff."

Qing Shirt beckoned towards Ling Yun, "Ling Yun, go and bring some tea for

Lin Gongzi to take back and drink."

Ling Yun nodded in response, but was somewhat reluctant to leave, fearing
that Lin Hao might say something shocking to his sister, and that if he were here, he could at

least plead for him.

But after being glared at by Qing Shirt, Ling Yun no longer dared to push back

and left in a hurry.

"Mr. Lin, this fragrant tea is made by picking the dewy petals of a hundred

flowers in early spring and the cold winter plum as a lure, supplemented by the Heavenly

Spirit Spring Water. The green shirt was still smiling as he looked at Lin Hao, except that he



was obviously smiling, but Lin Hao always felt some cold feeling, as if a pair of big hands
would choke him at will.
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"Just call me Lin Hao, Lin Gongzi Lin Gongzi sounds awkward to me, what an age it is." Lin
Hao waved his hand, and seeing that Qing Shirt was smiling again, Lin Hao abruptly asked,
"Do we have a grudge?"

Qing Shirt's smile froze violently.

It was only after a long time that he smiled helplessly, "A long time ago there

was, but now you and I don't have a grudge, after all, we met for the first time."

"I say, why do I get the feeling that you hate to strangle me at any moment."
Lin Hao breathed a sigh of relief, it was fine if there was no hatred, even if there was, I guess
it was somehow related to Ling Yun.

"It seems that Lin Hao you didn't fail to understand the mood of what I just

played, you were just pretending to be confused." Qing Shirt's heart was also quite helpless,
looking at Lin Hao, she was almost unable to resist killing him with a single blow, but
thinking about it, but thousands and thousands of years had passed, if she could untie her

sister's heart knot also consider the hatred with the other side to be written off.

"What happened back then, do you want to hear about it?" Qing Shou asked

tentatively.



Lin Hao hurriedly waved his hand, "I'm not that gossipy, that has nothing to do
with me, I don't want to hear about it."

Don't look at Qing Shirt that had been smiling and laughing like a flower,
splendid like a fairy, but when faced with such a being, ask less about what you shouldn't
know when you don't really have an equal conversation.

"You should have heard some of it, right?"

"Heard some of it, I reckon it was probably that the man had harmed you and

then your sister fell in love with that man and then you turned your sister into an immortal
slave and stopped her, so you gave me the impression of your sister as a sister? Yiwu Yi Ai Di

Zha Shan Ai? to your sister, and your sister to you, similar feeling to killing your father's
enemy, personal feeling, don't be angry if I'm wrong." Lin Hao although with them from the

meeting, but with some of the fine details can also feel, especially just now the green shirt

played twice in the tune probably can hear some.

"All right." Green Shirt sighed: "It's true that smart people like to pretend to

be confused, well, let's not talk about this matter, tell us how you feel about Qinhuai Golden

House?"

"A world of its own, self-contained, and the overall feeling that it has a human

touch compared to other immortal slaves." Lin Hao was able to understand too much through

the other party's zither music.



The emotions within the zither sound were too rich and complex, if it was an
immortal with a heart like water, cold and inhuman, I'm afraid that she wouldn't be able to
play such a moving zither sound.

After all, even if Lin Hao had lost his divinity now, the other party was only
using the sound of the Great Dao to disguise his lost humanity, and Lin Hao was perfectly able
to hear it.

"This should also be the reason why you rejected Qin Yuan, you and they have

not been the same kind of people since the beginning."

"But I'm not in the same category as you, either." The green shirt was quite
satisfied, talking to a wise person, there were many less twists and turns.

"I won't beat around the bush with you either, I won't work with them, but
likewise I won't get involved in your affairs, I called you here so that you can help my sister

untie her heart, as you said, you are you, you are not him, and you cannot be him. The past is
completely gone, there is no going back, time can only go forward and not back, understand
what I mean?" The green shirt had already put the guqin into its case and packed it away,
ready to leave.

It was time for the conversation to end.

Lin Hao pondered for a long time and finally agreed, the other party said they

wouldn't get involved, but if they let themselves untie Ling Yun's heart, didn't that already
mean she couldn't stay out of it, in fact she was already in the game.



The two know each other well, no need to say it explicitly.

"Let Ling Yun send you out later, let her stay by your side for a while, if you
want to drink tea, you can come over anytime." After saying this, Qing Shie carried the lute

box on her back, and with her bare jade feet stepping in the air, she turned into a green light

and disappeared into the clouds.

A stream of light arrived as expected, Ling Yun quickly ran over and saw that

Lin Hao was intact, then she was relieved, then her voice was quite cold as she asked, "My

sister didn't give you a hard time, did she?"

"Why is she giving me a hard time if she has nothing to do? It's not like she has
nothing better to do, don't worry, your sister, she's not that boring." Lin Hao was a little
speechless, surprisingly he wasn't an enemy, why was he being difficult for nothing?
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Even if the man was scum, but he wasn't, it had nothing to do with him.

"You ...... must not be so rude, that's my lord, not my sister." Ling Yun's pretty
face contains anger, sister? She denied it!

"She is your sister all the same, by the way, where is the tea?" Lin Hao kinda
liked the tea, it was refreshing and aftertaste, his mouth was still filled with the faint aroma of



tea, there was a faint fragrance of flowers in the tea, immortals really know how to enjoy

themselves.

Ling Yun handed a brocade box to Lin Hao, who waved his hand and took it

into the space of his consciousness.

"You people, can't you even say a word of thanks? I went all the way to the Ten

Thousand Mile Pavilion to fetch you the tea." Ling Yun was a little exasperated, even if this
person really didn't know her anymore, but there was no need to behave like this, right?

"Your sister ......"

"My Lord!"

"Lord your head, that's your sister, your sister told you to follow me for a while,
it's fine for you to follow me, but change your literary way of speaking, it sounds awkward."
Lin Hao rolled his eyes, first change the way you talk to your sister, how will your sister get

into the game without teaching you well?

Lin Cang Dou and Chen Bei Xuan that old batch of dengzi definitely can not be
counted on, still have to think of their own way, Lin Liu Li side of the situation also do not
know how it is.



"My sister, no, my lord asked me to follow you? Are you sure?" Ling Yun

almost got carried away by Lin Hao, sensing that she had said the wrong thing, she hurriedly
changed her words.

"Let's go, we're all here, take me around this Qinhuai Golden Mansion." Lin
Hao didn't care about Ling Yun anymore, took Lei Ling and his daughter up on the sword and
flew towards the surroundings, it was quite big and wanted to go for a stroll.

There was no way to get to Ling Yun had to follow, although Ling Yun also
understood that Lin Hao was not him, but seeing that face made her unable to let go of it, her
emotions were simply out of control.

The mountains were beautiful, the birds were singing and the flowers were

fragrant, and the mortals who lived here had a happy life and were very happy.

Lin Hao also confirmed that this might be a rather unique existence.

Whether it was the green shirts? 依侍闭染拂意洱地? , or Ling Yun, they all
gave him a rather humane feeling.

After strolling around for half a day, Lin Hao realised that the place was just

too vast, and Lin Hao lost all desire to continue, after all, who knew what Qin Yuan was

holding back outside.



"Ling Yun ah, how come you and your sister are not quite the same as the other

immortal slaves? What do you mean, how do you manage to have both divinity and

humanity?"

Ling Yun glanced at Lin Hao and was silent.

Only they knew how much it cost to make the fusion of humanity and divinity,
and that their success could not be replicated!

Lin Hao also realised that he had asked something he shouldn't have, and gave

a sarcastic smile, "Forget I said it, let's go, take you to my house for a stroll."

"Go to your house? That's not good, it's not appropriate." Ling Yun's face was
slightly drunk, as if her cheeks were stained with peach blossom petals.

Lin Hao was crying and laughing, his face full of questions, "No, did you

misunderstand something?"

"I didn't misunderstand anything, how can an unmarried woman easily go home

with another man, unless it's ......"

"Stop, you don't have to say it, it doesn't mean that you love to go or not." Lin
Hao cried and laughed, and ignored Ling Yun again, ancient people are just troublesome.



"You wait for me, I don't take you, you can't even get out." Ling Yun hurriedly
caught up and opened the empty door for Lin Hao and took them out, although Ling Yun felt

a bit inappropriate, she nevertheless followed Lin Hao back to the Lin family together.

Xu Fang Hua was happy to see Lin Hao back, but when she saw Ling Yun, Xu
Fang Hua froze for a moment and blurted out, "Good grandson, another one?"

Jinling Qinhuai District.

Qin Yuan's face was gloomy, he had offended Qing Shirt before, but the next
few times he asked to see Qing Shirt, he was refused, and even now he could not even see

Ling Yun.

What the other party was thinking, Qin Yuan naturally could not be clearer.

Qin Yuan activated the inscription formation and informed the Moon Wheel
Fairy of the matter.
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The inscriptions surged, and the cold, bone-chilling voice of the Moon Wheel Immortal rang

out in her mind: "Let go, force her into the game, my side of the battle will be over in a few
days, and when I have devoured my sister, she, Qing Shou, will be no more than a match for
me, she doesn't have to be, she has to be in the game, she is the key to getting rid of the Xuan
Yuan Sword curse!



"Lord, I understand what to do." Qin Yuan closed the inscription array

communication and shouted outwardly, "Pass down the order, activate our plan!"

"Yes!" Several black shadows quickly dispersed, the worst of which had a

fifth-class realm in their breath, and the strongest of which surprisingly had two reaching the

early sixth-class level.

Similarly, Qin Bingyu and his wife, who had fled to Jinling together, and the

two siblings, Qin Fengyue, had all received the same orders.

Execute the plan and force the powerful people here into the game!

The Lin family, on the banks of the Qin Huai River.

Lin Hao looked at his grandmother with tears and laughter, and replied

without good grace, "Yes, grandmother, I've brought back another one for a change."

Xu Fang Hua gave Lin Hao a blank look, "This child, you take a joke seriously,
come in, girl?"

Xu Fang Hua warmly invited Ling Yun into the Lin family, but was not quite
used to this kind of human relations, and basically staying in the Qinhuai Golden House all year
round made her feel all uncomfortable, a bit similar to social phobia.



Just after entering, Xu Fanghua dragged Lin Hao to the side and asked him

seriously, "Little Hao, grandma is not being nosy, but you have to be careful with this girl,
from grandma's years of experience, she is not some ordinary person."

Xu Fang Hua also had a bit of a headache, her grandson had brought back

strange women twice in three days, she was also afraid, why hadn't her good grandson-in-law
come back yet.

And the ones he brought back were more deadly than the last one. Last time,
Lin Liuli was fine, she recognized her goddaughter, but this Ling Yun made her feel very

uncomfortable.

"Of course she is not an ordinary person, ah, she is too young to be a

grandmother your ancestor do you believe?" Lin Hao helplessly stretched his hands.

Xu Fanghua was shocked, again with those people involved? The actual fact is

that you will be able to find out more about the actual people who are involved with you. Is it
involved?

It was only since the Immortal Slaves had appeared in the world that they were
made aware that there were existences higher than them in this world, and that they had

existed for countless years.

"Is it a captive? Doesn't look like it. Things are okay in the capital, I guess, I
read the news and it's a headache, they're already above mortals, so why don't they spare the
ordinary people." Xu Fanghua did not know that mortals had great use for this immortal slave,
but still could not understand.



Shouldn't the immortals shelter the mortals? How could they turn around and

slaughter mortals.

"A large portion escaped, the culprit ran away and came to us, she is the sister
of the person in charge of this area and is here to help solve the problem." Lin Hao could not

explain in depth, knowing too much would not do Xu Fanghua any good.

Xu Fanghua patted Lin Hao's shoulder: "Son, don't blame grandma for nagging

you, grandma is just worried about you, but you've grown up, you know what to do and what

not to do, go and get busy, make sure you promise grandma that you'll be safe, okay?"

"Recently the Lin family, the Lei family, the Yun family, even the Long family

and the Xu family have reported that some of the clan members can't be contacted." Xu
Fanghua was also worried, some clansmen had been out of contact since yesterday, at first they
didn't care, but the number of people out of contact was too many and it felt clearly targeted

at them.

Lin Hao couldn't help but furrow his brows too, had they started moving so

soon?

"Grandma, you should tell all the major clans to be careful with their main

characters, especially grandma you should be careful, it's coming against us." Lin Hao said and
hurriedly ran to speak to Ling Yun about this.

Boom!



A powerful aura blasted out, Lin Hao was even shaken back and burst back, Lin
Rui and the others sensed the powerful spiritual pressure and quickly rushed over thinking
that something had happened.

Only to find that the one emanating such a terrifying aura was actually a woman
in an ancient long dress, carrying a palace lamp in her hand, and they were a little confused.
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Lin Hao casually found an excuse to send Lin Rui and the others away.

Lin Rui was still a bit confused: "Is this brat so capable now? Bringing a girl

back at random is so fierce?"

"What nonsense, don't meddle in things that are not your business." Lin Yun
said without good humour.

Lin Hao looked at Ling Yun helplessly, "You don't need to get so worked up,
it's our clan's people who are lost, not your clan's people."

"You don't understand! They are making a trap to force my sister, no, to force
my Lord into the trap, these people are too bold, I had warned them that it was fine to take

refuge in our territory, but if they dare to make trouble, I will personally finish them off!"
Ling Yun's tone was cold and full of killing intent.



Lin Hao was happy, "Then what are you waiting for, do something about him! I
support you!"

"It's not as easy as you think." Ling Yun gave Lin Hao a blank look, "Give me a

quiet room, I need to communicate with the Lord, it's too much trouble to go back and forth

to see her in person."

Trouble? I think it's only right that you don't want to see her.

Lin Hao didn't pretend, and gave her the unoccupied side room next to her,
while Lin Hao took Lin Ruoshi to the kitchen to cook something delicious, before going, he
asked the Jinling Dragon Sect branch to inform the relevant departments to prevent

something like what happened in the capital, Zhuque led the Zhuque group has arrived in

Jinling, and is deploying to kill on the spot if found to avoid a bad situation.

Chen Xuanfeng and the sea tide members have also come together, so they are
not afraid that Zhuque will not be able to cope with them.

On the other hand, Qin Fengyue did not follow orders to develop more

immortal slaves, or to create more monsters!

Most of the second generation immortal slaves were uncompromising
monsters, and if the already half-human, half-monster looking second generation immortal

slaves went on to develop their underlings, they would definitely be pure immortal slaves,
killing machines.



The first thing you want to do is to go and see your sister, but as soon as you
push the door open, Qin Feng Yue is dumbfounded, his brain buzzing? The steak Yi Zha Zero

Lu er dye Lu? buzzed.

Because he found that Qin Xiaorou was actually holding an arm, gorging on it,
and her body was also emitting a vague haze of light, not far from a chair with a middle-aged
man tied to it, and that man was no other than the Dragon Lord who had been missing for

days!

Qin Xiaorou seemed to be so engrossed in eating that she didn't even notice
Qin Fengyue who pushed the door open.

"Hehehe." Qin Xiaorou let out a creepy laugh, gnawing on the bloody flesh as
she walked up to the Dragon Lord, "Wanna eat?"

The Dragon Lord stared at her with a deadly glare without uttering a word,
these madmen, perverts, not even human!

How could the Qin family have become like this!

"Oh, don't look at me with such a look, once I ferry the power within me to you,
you won't be able to wait to eat it." After saying that he also gently wiped the blood running

down the corner of his mouth.



"You are a bunch of animals, not human beings! You are human beings in vain!"
The Dragon Lord roared in anger, but his voice was weak and hoarse because he hadn't eaten
for too long.

"Haha, I am indeed not a man, but a god! A god who can do everything!"

"You may not want these powers, I will let you go back if you agree to our

terms, otherwise I will make you like us and more inhuman!"

The dragon master's neck craned and he closed his eyes without another word,
as if to say: come on, kill me!

"Old thing, toast the wine and eat the punishment!" Qin Xiaorou's still pretty
face showed a fierce look, as she threw the blood food in her hand to the ground, and stretched
out her right hand towards the Dragon Master, the light began to shine continuously, and three
colours appeared, quickly converging on her right hand, she wanted to turn the Dragon Master
into a third generation immortal slave!

"Stop it! Little sister, do you know what you are doing! If he turns into a
monster, do you know what Huaxia will become!" Qin Fengyue finally came back to his senses

and rushed over in the nick of time, pushing Qin Xiaorou out of the way while the room was

filled with the smell of blood and blood food all over the floor, causing Qin Fengyue's heart to
start beating madly, that stupid craving growing stronger and stronger.

"Get lost!" Qin Xiaorou flung her hand and directly slapped Qin Fengyue out of

the room, "Waste of a man!"
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"What does it matter to me what China becomes? What I want is energy, endless energy! An
inexhaustible supply of blood food that I can access at any time! Relying on you, a waste of a
brother, is better than relying on myself, becoming an immortal slave and still being such a

waste, not even daring to eat blood food!" Qin Xiaorou's tone was extremely mocking, not
treating Qin Fengyue as her brother at all, more like a tool man.

"It's not like that, they must have controlled your mind, those bastards! Xiaorou
wake up, I'm your brother, how could you become like this, you're definitely not like this!"
Qin Fengyue was going crazy, his heart was even more furious and on fire, that old son of a

bitch Qin Yuan! Deceiving old me!

He had promised himself that he wouldn't let Qin Xiaorou turn into an
immortal slave afterwards, but why did Qin Xiaorou still turn into an immortal slave, into this
damned state!

"Silly lot! Wake up you fool, the old me was the fake, this me now is the real

me." Qin Xiaorou laughed smugly and freely, as if revealing her true nature was what made
her feel comfortable, all the more hideous with the blood on her face, which wasn't even hers.

"You know what, I actually became an immortal slave before you did, because
you are simply a waste, giving me less than what that waste Lin Yao Yan gave me!" After
saying that, Qin Xiaorou paid no attention to Qin Fengyue who was almost on the verge of

collapse, and once again gathered divine power in her hands, she wanted to personally turn the
Dragon Lord into an immortal slave! Become a monster under his control!



The Dragon Lord looked at the brother and sister who had broken up and were

about to turn against each other, there was a flash of mockery in his eyes, the beast was indeed
a beast.

With a fierce grit of his teeth, Qin Fengyue's divine nature unfolded,
transforming into a half-human, half-snake form, summoning divine power at the cost of his

own life, and violently pushed Qin Xiaorou away, not too hard.

But Qin Xiaorou was utterly furious, staring angrily at Qin Fengyue: "You hit
me?"

"Stop it little sister, don't keep making the same mistake again and again!?"
Qin Feng Yue begged bitterly and was on the verge of kneeling down for Qin Xiaorou. "Stop
your sister!"

"It's all the same old lines, get lost! Or I'll kill you too!" Qin Xiaorou shouted
angrily with a fierce look on her face, and the light around her twisted around her body,
transforming into a tiger-headed, glistening tiger, and with a tiger's roar, the intimidating

power was so powerful that Qin Fengyue could barely resist it.

These bastards!

Qin Fengyue was so angry that he gritted his teeth, but from the beginning, he
never thought that it was his little sister's problem, but always thought that those bastards had
turned him into this!



Qin Yuan, Lin Yao Yan, Qin Bingyu, you bastards! You wait for me!

"Elder Qin Yuan." Qin Fengyue looked towards the door and bowed his head

respectfully.

"Elder Qin Yuan ......" Qin Xiaorou trembled and fiercely turned back and

bowed low, not even daring to look up, but suddenly she heard a shattering sound from the

window, and Qin Xiaorou looked up sharply to find that Qin Yuan was nowhere to be seen,
instead, Qin Fengyue and the Dragon Lord were gone!

Howl!

Qin Xiaorou let out a roar, "Sister Bing Yu, my brother he has defected and has
taken away the person I was interrogating!"

After a roar, Qin Xiaorou angrily dashed out of the window and chased in the

direction Qin Fengyue had fled, licking her lips as she did so, "Oh, brother, I couldn't lay a
hand on you before, but since you've now become a traitor and rebelled against the Qin family,
then it's no wonder that I'll reduce you to my blood meal, sister!"

Ow!

A wolf whistle rang out as two figures descended from the sky, Lin Yaoyan
taking on the form of a werewolf, while Qin Bingyu took on the form of a normal human with

a mountain of divine light surrounding her body.



I didn't expect Qin Bingyu to be a perfect second generation immortal slave,
not reduced to a monster by inheriting divinity.

"? Grasping love serving to cover the intention of closing the dyeing cover?
Ow!" Lin Yaoyan inhaled and realised that the other party hadn't run far.

Bang!

Qin Bingyu kicked Lin Yaoyan away, "You ow the hell, why don't you go after
him! Without the Dragon Lord, let's not carry out our plan either!"

Lin Yaoyan, who was screaming in pain, was shivering in fear as he hurriedly
got up and chased wildly all the way towards the direction Qin Fengyue had escaped without
looking back.
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At night, Lin Hao made dinner, and it so happened that Ling Yun came out of her room with

a sullen face, smelling the delicious meat aroma, and immediately lit up, "It smells so good."

"Let's eat something first." It was not good for Lin Hao to directly ask Fairy

Qing Shirt what she had decided.



Ling Yun slowly tore two pieces of spirit beast meat and ate them gracefully,
but as she ate, she disregarded her image, there was no way this stuff was too delicious.

"Your cooking skills are actually so good." Ling Yun couldn't help but exclaim a

word of praise.

"What the hell, can the boss' cooking not be great?" The white cat that was
lying on the ground next to him gnawing on a bone slurred a dislike, Spirit Rhyme collected

his breath, the white cat still didn't know Spirit Rhyme's identity.

Ling Yun frowned a little dissatisfied, wanted to see who was disliking himself,
the result is not to see it is better, a look shocked.

White Tiger ......

Wasn't this one of the divine beasts that guarded the four immortal gates in the

Immortal Court? This guy actually caught it home to keep as a pet!

However, after taking a look at Lin Hao's face, Ling Yun was relieved again, he
was the only one who could keep the White Tiger divine Beast that guarded the Heavenly
Gate as a pet.

After she had eaten her fill, Ling Yun then looked at Lin Hao: "Lin Hao, I have
some bad news for you."



Lin Hao laughed bitterly, "Luckily you only opened your mouth after you had

eaten your fill, otherwise I guess I would have lost my appetite, so tell me, what is the bad
news."

In fact, Lin Hao had guessed a few things when Ling Yun came out of the room.

"Your side's Lin Liuli is going to lose and have the result out in just these three
to five days, that's why they dare to be so blatant in trying to force our Lord into the game."

"Then what does Fairy Green Shirt mean?" Lin Hao was more? er ai er xi lu lu

zero? For concern about this, his heart was even more worried about Lin Liu Li's situation,
Lin Liu Li had said at the beginning that she was no longer a match for her sister, the Moon

Wheel Fairy, she just didn't expect to fall so quickly.

"My sister's meaning is to see what you mean, first of all she won't make a
move, otherwise one hair will move the whole body, if Lin Luli falls and is devoured by the

Moon Wheel Immortal, then my family's lord can't lose, but it's hard to win her, so, the
matter of Qin Yuan, still have to be solved by you guys." Ling Yun was very helpless, if the
MoonWheel Fairy did not already have a sure victory, Qin Yuan and the others would not dare
to be so rampant.

"What about you? You're not going to help?" Lin Hao wrinkled his brow, if
Ling Yun didn't help, there was no need for Qing Shirt to keep her by his side.

"My lord didn't order ......"



"Are you what, your lord didn't tell you to help me, so what's the point of
having you follow me? Even if you don't acknowledge her as your sister, you should be able to
comprehend your lord's meaning." Lin Hao didn't care so much, damn it, let's fool a helper
over first.

"She's not my sister! I'll emphasise for the last time!" Ling Yun was very

emotional: "She doesn't deserve to be my sister! She has arranged everything for me, forced
the people I like apart, and turned me into an immortal slave, and obviously hatesme so much

that I have to serve her respectfully because of the master-servant bond, is there anyone like
her who is a sister!"

"Actually, your sister is also doing it for your own good, although the way is a
bit extreme, but you don't need to fight each other as sisters for a scum." Lin Hao was a little
confused, but if you don't go through others' suffering, don't advise them to be kind, but it
was an extraordinary time.

"You're so cruel, you're even willing to scold yourself for my help."

"Then you're wrong, I'm not a scum, that person has nothing to do with me, and
you shouldn't think of me as him, ok?" said Lin Hao, who was also quite helpless.

Ling Yun smiled a bit sadly, "So, ah, you just want to use me to do you a favour,
promised my sister to ease our relationship, and even went so far as to scold yourself to fool

me into doing you a favour."



"Yes, that's it, and you just stopped calling her sister, so there's no need for me

to hide it, so do you help or not." Lin Hao knew that no one was stupid, let alone these old
demons who had lived for tens of thousands of years, their hearts were like a clear mirror,
they couldn't be fooled with a few words.

"I'll help! Qin Yuan and the other sixth grade early immortal slave will be

given to me, but the remaining other sixth grade early immortal slave along with the other

immortal slaves, you have to think of your own way." Ling Yun surprisingly agreed decisively.
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Lin Hao was a little dazed, he thought that the other party would definitely reject him, but he
didn't expect her to agree to it so dryly.

Seeing Lin Hao's dazed look, Ling Yun smiled coquettishly, "Surprised or not?"

Lin Hao shrugged and replied, "You're actually quite pretty when you smile."

"I'm also pretty when I'm not smiling, I'm the most beautiful in the world!"
Ling Yun rolled her eyes.

Bang!

At that moment, a black shadow tumbled in from outside the courtyard and

fell down in the courtyard with a thud, and with it came a pungent smell of blood.



"Who!?"

The white cat and Bear stood up with a swish, their bodies frying and going

into battle.

"Disgusting smell, it's those bloodthirsty assholes." Ling Yun snorted coldly,
her face full of disgust.

Lin Hao could sense the other party's realm? Whisker Wu Wu Zha Shan'er
closed land? It was only a fourth level realm Illusionary Spirit Master that could not pose a

threat, and was already dying from severe injuries.

Qin Fengyue got up from the ground with difficulty, his body was drenched in

blood from his wounds, still maintaining his half-human, half-snake appearance, Qin Fengyue
stared deadly at Lin Hao: "It's me."

Lin Hao glanced at that Qin Fengyue and shook his head, "I don't know."

"I, the side elder, Qin Fengyue, you don't know me, I know you." Qin Fengyue
spoke with difficulty, "You were assassinated the first time you entered the capital remember,
I didn't show my face at that time, it was Qin Bingyu who arranged for me to move, moreover,
Qin Xiaorou is my little sister."



Qin Bingyu?

The wife of Lin Yaoyan, a side member of the Lin family? The Qin family in

the capital.

Qin Xiaorou Lin Hao did know her, but he couldn't figure out what medicine

Qin Fengyue was selling in this gourd.

"So what do you want to do? Whether it's the current relationship between the
Qin family and me, or your little sister and Qin Bingyu and me, we are all enemies by any

reckoning, what's your operation to run to my house in a panic and still announce yourself?"

"I'm here to find you, first heal my injuries, and I'll negotiate a deal with you!"
Qin Fengyue's breath was so weak that he was holding on to his breath and looked like he was

about to hang up.

"Poor stinkers." Ling Yun seemed to be incredibly disgusted with these failed

immortal slave test subjects, even her breath was disgusting to her, and straight away she got
up and left.

Lin Hao didn't care about Ling Yun's reaction and looked at Qin Fengyue with

interest, "What about your bargaining chips?"

"The Dragon Lord! The Dragon Lord is in my hands, don't you want to find the

Dragon Lord? Make a deal, I'll give you the Dragon Master, if I don't make it back alive



tonight, the Dragon Master will die too! Don't you dare try to find out where he is, no one can,
I know you've noticed we've arrived in Jinling, but it's no use, and by the way, I know
everything the Qin family is planning in Jinling! I can tell you that too!" Qin Fengyue held his

breath and said all the words in one go, just as he finished speaking, a large mouthful of blood
gushed out wildly, his situation had reached an unbearably bad level.

With a wave of Lin Hao's hand, an inscription filled with the aura of life struck

into Qin Feng Yue's body, the injuries on Qin Feng Yue's body recovered to the naked eye,
although he didn't recover completely as before, it gave him a sigh of relief, his life was at
least preserved.

"The reason?" Lin Hao couldn't figure out how Qin Fengyue had suddenly

rebelled, not just giving the Dragon Lord as a defection, but also betraying the entire Qin
family.

"It's not even enough that these bastards used me as a gun, they even turned my
little sister into a blood-sucking monster! It's not enough that I've been turned into a monster,
they've turned my little sister into a monster too, I want revenge! I want to make them all pay,
I know you are not easy, do you dare to make this deal!" A furious Qin Fengyue gritted his

teeth, all his remorse and guilt turned into raging hatred!

The side line had little sense of belonging to the family, and apart from this

incident, it had also broken Qin Fengyue completely with the Qin family!

"My condition is that with the upward heads of Qin Bingyu, Lin Yaoyan and Qin
Yuan, the Qin family plan I can give you right now! And you can be allowed to confirm that the

Dragon Master's life is not in danger, and as long as you complete these conditions, I will
naturally hand the Dragon Master over to you!" Qin Fengyue had risked coming here to make

one last gamble.
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Because, he inquired that the group of immortal slaves in the capital who were hostile to the

Qin family were actually under Lin Hao's command, and the only one who could deal with the

Qin family, in his perception, was Lin Hao, I'm afraid!

"Lin Hao, there are two stinkers outside the courtyard, I don't want to get my
hands dirty." From not far away came Ling Yun's clear, cold voice.

Bedbugs? The immortal slave had dared to touch the Lin family! They really
don't know what they're doing!

Clang!

The Deity's Sword was sheathed, and Lin Hao handed out a sword directly

towards the outside of the courtyard.

Outside the Lin family compound, Lin Yaoyan and Qin Xiaorou chased after the
three of them to this point.

"It's the Lin family! It's the Lin family, I can't kill Lin Hao for now, I have to go
in and kill a few people from the Lin family to quench my thirst!" Lin Yao Yan's eyes were
bloodshot, his face hideous, his once home, now an unholy grudge!



"My brother must be in there, go together, kill him, I'll eat my brother one
bite at a time with my own mouth! Then I'll be able to become even stronger! Blood to blood,
double the divinity!" Qin Xiaorou's gaze was filled with greed and longing.

"Withdraw, don't disturb the Lin family's original family, if you ruin the old
ancestor's plan, none of you will be able to eat." Qin Bingyu, on the other hand, drank in a low
voice with a gloomy face, this Qin Fengyue had actually run to hide here in the Lin family, Qin
Bingyu already knew the true identity of Lin Hao.

Now is not the time to start a head-on conflict with the Lin family? Shan

grasping Lu Yi Di grasping Zha? Wait, unless their plan is truly successful.

The current Qin Fengyue should have completely rebelled and had to hurry
back to inform the old ancestor to change his plan.

Lin Yaoyan and Qin Xiaorou were both very dissatisfied, how could this fat

meat that had arrived in their mouths fly away? Besides, the influence of their current
half-human, half-demon forms made them reluctant to leave, and their bloodthirsty instincts

made them somewhat resistant.

Just at that moment, a golden sword qi came across the void.

"Not good!"



This sword full of killing intent directly scared the two of them into a swift
burst of retreat, but they were still too slow!

Poof!

Lin Yaoyan's arm was pierced through, and the intense pain made Lin Yaoyan

not care about anything else, and quickly retreated with Qin Bingyu, as Lin Hao was already
coming out of the courtyard.

Qin Xiaorou was a step slower, and while those two fled, Qin Xiaorou was
caught red-handed.

"A failed immortal slave indeed." Lin Hao's face was also filled with disgust

when he saw Qin Xiaorou, as Qin Xiaorou was currently in the form of a tiger's head, Lin Hao
didn't recognize the other party.

"Since you're here, there's no need to leave." Lin Hao waved his hand and gave
a sword at Qin Xiaorou.

Roar!

Qin Xiaorou let out a tiger's roar, her greedy eyes filled with fear, she felt the
threat of death in the other party.



"No!" Qin Fengyue, who had rushed over, had already seen his little sister and

flew over, trying to use his own body to block the sword for Qin Xiaorou.

But it was still too slow, but to one's surprise, Qin Xiaorou dodged in front of

Qin Fengyue and yanked him over, using him as a human shield to block the sword.

Poof!

A thumb-thick wound was pierced through Qin Fengyue's right chest, and
blood gushed wildly.

"Thank you, my dear silly brother, you must not die first oh, wait for me to

come and eat you personally." Qin Xiaorou sneered disdainfully and left Qin Fengyue behind as
she dashed away.

Lin Hao raised his hand and tried to hand out another sword, an immortal slave

who was only at the third grade Illusionary Spiritist realm, if he let him run away, didn't he
want to lose face?

"No! Let her go! Or else the Dragon Master won't live either!" Qin Fengyue, on
the other hand, shouted excitedly, he couldn't die, his little sister mustn't die!

"You're threatening me?" Lin Hao was dissatisfied as he withdrew his sword,
but at the same time, he couldn't understand, even a spoiled sister maniac wasn't spoiled like

this, right?



Moreover, Lin Hao could see that Qin Fengyue loved his sister, but her sister
looked like she wanted to eat him in her dreams.

"She's just my sister ...... I don't want anyone to hurt her unless I'm dead!"

Don't want to hurt her and then let her hurt you yourself? It's hopeless.

"You have a sister too, you should be able to understand my plight." Qin
Fengyue's face was full of dismay, that sword from Lin Hao just now had made his already

unrecovered body even worse.
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"It's one thing for me to understand, it's another to approve or disapprove, besides my sister
wouldn't do such a thing, go in and treat the wound and do what you promised me." Lin Hao
no longer paid attention to Qin Fengyue.

Perhaps that was how her little sister might have been spoiled by Qin Fengyue.

This woman, Qin Xiaorou, Lin Hao had not come into contact with many times,
but he could also detect that the bitch was not a good person.



After Qin Fengyue tended to his wounds a little, he dialed a number on his

mobile phone, then asked the person on the other side to give the phone to the Dragon Master,
and Lin Hao made a video call with the Dragon Master.

After confirming that the Dragon Master was only a little weak and not in
danger of losing his life, and after a few more words, Lin Hao hung up the phone, but just now
Lei Ling had been very clever in secretly recording the video from the side.

Qin Fengyue told Lin Hao that the Qin family's plan was to gradually eat away
at the five great clans of Jinling and turn them into immortal slaves, or monsters!

But it won't be too big, according to Qin Feng Yue's words, Qin Yuan is
somewhat scornful of Lin Hao, likewise this is the land of other immortal slaves, he is still
quite scornful, it seems that without determining a certain thing? The service steak dyed to

cover zero er closed steak? Before the situation, the other party would not be as reckless as

they were in the capital.

As for the reason, Lin Hao naturally knew it, once Lin Liuli's side had split the
difference, then it would completely start to explode.

"This is where they live, and those who have disappeared, they have now
become one of them, but just now that cousin Qin Bingyu is probably around, whether they
have evacuated or not, I can't say." After explaining all this, Qin Fengyue left, urging Lin Hao
on his way out to deal with him as soon as possible he would provide information as an inside
man.

Qin Fengyue left and Lin Hao didn't bother to stop him.



"Brother." Lei Ling handed his phone to Lin Hao, on it was the entire video
footage from earlier.

Lin Hao stroked Lei Ling's head, "Well done."

Lin Hao then sent the video to Zhuque and Zhao Chen so that they wouldn't be
like headless flies, as well as telling them that for now, apart from solving these rats in the

shadows, the main thing was to rescue the Dragon Master first.

The Dragon Master was just an ordinary person and not too young to withstand
such a torment.

At the same time, Lin Hao also sighed, a bull, an ordinary person, yet he was
able to make so many illusionary spirit masters obedient and govern China in an orderly
manner, Lin Hao thought he did not have such a skill, and did not bother to bother.

Vermilion Bird and Zhao Chen received Lin Hao's video and immediately

began to redeploy and change their plan of action.

But they did pounce, Qin Bingyu went back and reported the matter to Qin

Yuan, they immediately changed their residence and went into hiding, Qin Bingyu was fine,
but Lin Yaoyan and Qin Xiaorou were whipped into a dog by Qin Yuan.



Lin Yao Yan was shivering on the ground, wailing and begging for mercy, his
anger at Lin Hao and his hatred for the Lin family deepening!

Qin Xiaorou was also shivering and wailing for mercy, but apart from her

hatred for Lin Hao, there was also Qin Yuan, but she didn't dare to show it, her hatred was not
felt by Qin Yuan, but it was felt by Qin Bingyu who had turned her into a monster.

Apart from her hatred, Qin Xiaorou also had a desire for great power, she
wanted to eat her brother and also the one who was going to kill her, Lin Hao, she wanted to

devour more immortal slaves and become stronger, when she was strong enough, Qin Yuan
would still be a nothing! She would be the most powerful queen!

Money if she wanted it, power if she wanted it, men if she wanted them!

Sensing the monstrous hatred and deep thirst for great power in Qin Xiaorou's
heart, a flash of mockery flashed in Qin Bingyu's eyes.

Qin Bingyu's strong inner activity made Qin Yuan seem to feel something and

glanced at Qin Bingyu.

Qin Bingyu hastily collected his thoughts and immediately lowered his head
down, "Old Ancestor."

"Go down, if such a thing happens again in the future, you will be beheaded
without mercy!" Qin Yuan did not take such things to heart and brushed his sleeves away. As



for the rescued Dragon Master, Qin Yuan did not take it to heart even more, and never took

this mortal seriously from the beginning to the end.

It was only Qin Bingyu's idea to hold the Dragon Master hostage.
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